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Climate Information Digest (CID):  
Purpose and Background

• The International Research Institute (IRI) produces seasonal
climate forecasts of precipitation and temperature for the
globe – forecasts first produced in 1997

• The institution recognized the need for the forecasts to be
placed in the context of recent climate events

• The Climate Information Digest (CID) was a product created
to help meet this need in a general way, aimed primarily at
non-climate specialists

• First issue was produced in May 1998



What is the CID?

A monthly publication available on the IRI website that includes:

• The latest IRI seasonal precipitation and temperature
forecasts

• A global summary of the previous month’s climate

• Reports of climate-related impacts on selected “sectors” of
society, including agriculture, water resources and energy,
human health, and “hazards”, including threats to life, property,
infrastructure, etc.

Paper submitted to BAMS



The CID is now surrounded by a suite of products, 
including:

• The CID Highlights – a two-page summary of CID content

• IRI Map Room – global, regional, ENSO-related, and 
health-related maps

• Database of Reported Climate Impacts (DRCI) – a
searchable online database of climate-related impacts reports 
that appear in the CID

• ENSO Update and ENSO Quick Look
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Climate Impacts
• Reports summarize impacts that can be plausibly related
to climate variations, but need not be due exclusively to climate

• Summaries include the climate context for the impacts (links
to maps, graphs, etc.) and links to the latest IRI forecast, when
applicable

• Reports are summarized from recent media reports, UN
agencies and outlets, relief organizations, government sources
(e.g., AP, BBC, ReliefWeb, IFRC)

• Summaries are done monthly, on near real-time basis – not
in-depth case studies; largely qualitative, but quantitative when
possible; focus on vulnerable areas; source biases likely
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Survey of CID Users

• Survey conducted in 2003 using online form available
via the CID page

• Currently 1088 subscribers – receive notification of
the release of the CID each month

• Approximately 120 respondents from 39 countries

• Goal was to learn how the CID was being used; who
was using it
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Summary
• The IRI Climate Information Digest is an online publication
summarizing recent climate variations, their societal impacts,
and the latest IRI seasonal climate forecasts, with context

• Associated suite of products include the CID Highlights,
IRI Map Room, Database of Reported Climate Impacts (DRCI),
and ENSO Update/Quick Look

• CID users are global, from a variety of organizations and 
backgrounds (climate and non-climate)

• Uses include awareness of climate and impacts, research,
and planning
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Product URLs:

• Climate Information Digest:
http://iri.columbia.edu/climate/cid/

• Database of Reported Climate Impacts (DRCI):
http://iri.columbia.edu/sitehelp/impactdb_search.html

• IRI Map Room:
http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/maproom/

• ENSO Information:
http://iri.columbia.edu/climate/ENSO/

Comments & questions:  cid@iri.columbia.edu


